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REFERENCE USE OF ONLINE DATABASES: AN ANALYSIS i

Linda Friend and Bruce Bonta, The Pennsylvania State University
University Park, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.

50,

This paper examines statistical information compiled from reference uses of
the computer since 1978 in the General Reference Section at Penn State.
An evaluation form.was completed by the librarian involved each time the
computer was used to help answer a reference request, and we collected
such information as: date;.status of.requestor (faculty, undergraduate,
etc.); printed sources consulted and time involved; online databases used
with time and cost figures; and a statement of whether the search had

-beqn successful. Boththe questions asked and the ways terminal was
used to answer.-them varied widely, but upon analysis some patterns have
appeared, We have identified at least five major categories of questions
that are feasible fqr online reference, at.least in a large academic
library: 1). directory-type information; 2). literature retrieval on a
limited scale; 3). bibliographic verification of specific works; 4).
definitions ar explanations of concepCs or acronyms; 5). book reviews.
A detailed statistical study concluded that the actual nature of the
question seemed to determine search success or failure.

1. INTRODUCTION

Computerized literature searching has been,available on a fee basip
,to our clientele at Penn State since 1975. As the librarians'onlinel
expertise developed, and as more databases in more subject,fields became
available from the yendor's, we disCovered another attract& use for ouf\
computeT capabilities--to answer various reference questions that could
not be readily 'found in the printed sources available, or that we felt
could be answered more economically online. This dimension of reference
service resulted in a steady trickle of terminal uses for ready reference,
and all five of the current Penn S.tate searching iocations (Life Sciences,
Goverriment Documents, General Reference, Physical Sc ences, and Engineering) '

have used the terminal to some extent to answer ref-6 ce questions. ,

In July 1978 the General Reference Section began to keep a fairly
deta4led reCord of each attempt to use one or more online databases in
answering questions for patrons. Our purpose, aside from professional
curiosity, was to amass enough data to justify our request for a terminal
at t-he Reference Desk (wd presently use the literature searching terminal,
locatai in a separate room at, least 50 feet away from the desk). Since

-General Reference is primarily responsible for reference service to the
social sciences and humanities, this study will reflect that emphasis,which
is particularly apparent when we detail the databases used and printed
so rces consulted.



2. RLSEARCH METHODOLOGY.

Although much has been written on comparisons of manual vs. computerized
literature searches, we could find very little in the literaure to use as
.a guide for developing the reference atpect of computer sesrcheS (1, 2, 3).
To begin the study, we listed all the types of information likely to be
useful in evaluating such a service. One of our main purpfses was to
discover the various ways the computer could be creatively used to aid
us in our work. At the National Online Meeting in 1980 Jan Egeland of
BRS discussed a Amber of tipose uses .(4):

when a term or concept is difficult to locate;
- -citation verification;
e ' -searching a firAyou do not have in hard copy;
-use of CROS [or Lockheed's DIALINDEX] to direct patrons to the most
appropriate reference source;
to find subject descriptors or terminology most appropriate to use
in a manual index;

-a few good "hits" to get a patron started, and
directory information.

In the 232 uses of the Xmputer that we have evaluated.so far, all of the
above possibilities were explored at one time or another, and will be
examined using the five categories we ourselves identified.

3. THE EVALUATION FORM

The evaluation form that the Section began using in July 1978
asked for the date; searcher's name; status of requestor; the question;
specific printed sources used, if any, and time involved;,online databases
used. oniine time and cost; and an evaluation by the Searcher of whethei
or not the online search could be considered successful. The completed
evaluation Sheet was stapled to the search printout (patrons could
photocopy the printout if they wanted to) and filed for future reference.
After 30 months, July 1978--December 1980, and 232 documented reference
uses of the terminal, some patterns have begun to appear.

3.1 Status of Requestor

At Penn State's main campus the Library serves about 38,200 students
(Fall 1980 figures), the majority of whim are undergraduates. This group
is,triditionally the least likely to make use of our fee-based literature

%search service, so we were curious to see whether we were reaching some
of them through our quick reference searching. . Fifty,=Tour of the searches,
or 23%, were for undergraduates, and, not surprisingly, the vastqiiajority
of their requests were answered by supplying literature retrieval on a
limited scale. Of the remaining requests, 34 (15%) were for-teaching
faculty; 58 (25%) for library fatulty or staff, or other univeesity
staff; 52 (22%) were for graduate students 13 (6%) for "others" (mostly
people from the surrounding community or ocal birinesses); and 21 (9%)

\"\

were unknown. Since there has never been, within memory d the present
library staff, an analysis of the users of the 'reference ko it is

tempting to suspect that similar propo5rtions of patnons may apply to thc ,

harder questionsreceived at the desk; this postulation would need further
research to confirm or deny it.



4: CATEGORIES OF 9UESTIONS

Certainly the most interesting part of our study turned out to be an.
,ar4.ysis'of the questions themselves, and the.variety of ways the terminal
was used to answer them. For example:

1). A faculty member wanted to find references to any dissertations
X that related to athletic departments and their structures within

colleges or universities. The sedtch through the printed
dissertation sources had been futile, but wh9 a librarian tried
Comprehensive Dissertation Index onliney one exdellent disserta-
tion was found.in just three minutesc

2). A faculty member needed to find the correct bibliographic
information for an article by Benjamin DeMott that had appeared
in American Psychologist at an unknown date. After giving up in
frustration with the printed indexes, he asked a librarian for
help; in thtee minutes online, the correct rOerence to Psychorogy
T9day was Tound.

3). A graduate student needed information on the elderhostel program
and was having Very little luck. Five minutes online produced
five excellen,t citations.

4). An undergraduate was looking tfor information on the motor skills
needed iw.dart throwing. Afte'r"spending over an hour with the
printed Psychological Abstracts searching under motor performance,
she caMe to a librarian who, at a cost of less than $4.00, found
exactly the citations needed.

5). A librarian needed to find a government document (for a class.on
the brewing induStry) that she thought was called "Beer Is a
Four-Letter Word." After spending ten minutes with the printed

0 Monthly Catalog, she tried the corresponding online database and
found that the document was called "Is flar a Four-Letter Word?"

In examining our terminal uses (See Table 1), we found that they
could be categorized like any other reference questions. The five
categories we set up reflect the kinds of printed relerence sources one
might use to find the answers:

I. Directory Type: institutions, nalAg6, addresses, bibgraphical
information

II. iterature retrieval on,a limited scale*
III. Bibliographic verification dffspecific works: books, dissertations,

newspaper articles, documents, reports, conference proceedings
IV. Dictionary or encyclopedia type: definition of A term or

acxonym; explanation of a,concept
V. Book reviews

*Literature retrieval,on a.limited scale.is fairly distinct from
fee-based literature searching. The former is initiated by the
(reference 1.ibrarian when online access seems to be the logical way
io handle a question, and the result is u,sually up to ten references,
with perhap's five minutes spent online. The full-scale literature
search is requested by the patron and implies a thorough coverage
of a topic.
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. _ I ' 1

Referring to'Column H in Table 1, fhe.low success rate of directory-
type questions (33%) relates to the'use of printed directory sources.
Questions at the reference desk (requiring direCtory information are usually
answered pretty readily by a standard group of printed sourced kept a few
feet behind the desk. The more difficult questions require us to range
farther afield, and at this point an online database used as a reference
source is probably just asaikely to provide an answer as a printed source.

5. BIBLIOGRAPH'IC VERIFICATION

Bibliographic verification questions, Category III, were'further
subdivided by type (proceedings, articles, etc), as shown-in Table 2.
The single advertisement verification is another good example of succett-

ful reference use of the terminal. During the week after John Lennon
was killed, a local minisqr planning a memorial service cametin to

try to locate a full page ad on peace that Lennon had placed in the
New York Times sometime in 1979. Using the New York Times databaSe on
BRS, a librarian found the correct citation in less than three minutes;
a manual search could have taken hours.

6
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1

Type Number
,,.

. 4

Percentage
§

Dissertations 27 30
Jourdal articles 22 25

Books 16 19
Reports , 1 5 5

Journal titles :' 5 5

Conference proceedings 4 4
.

Documents 2 3

Newspaper agticles 2 3

Advertisements 1 1

Not clearly specified
..b.

5

89 100

Table 2: Question-Types Within Category III

46: DATABASES AND PRINTED SOURCES USED

Fifty-three different%ohline'databases were consulted at least
once, though only fourteen were Used at least six different times
and seem worvh noting.-(Table 3)

Database Number of Uses

ERIC 89

Psychological Abstracts 55

Comprehensive Dissertation Index 49

Social Sciences Citation Index 25

Magazine Index 21

National Newspaper Index 15

ABI/Infogm 9

ManaKement Contents 8

Exce*ional Child Education Resources 7

Language and Language Behavior Abstracts 7

Newsearch 7

Books Info 6

CROS 6

NTIS 6

Table 3: Online Databases Used

,

One hundred thirty-six different ptinted sources were used at
least once, but of these only 17 were used six or more times.
(Table 4) ,

7
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Printed Source Number of Useb

'ERIC (RIE or CIJE)
Psychological Abstracts-
Comprehensive Dissertation Index.dr
Dissertation Abstracts International

Card,Catalog
Social,Sciences Citation Index
Reader's-Guide
Education Index
Books in Print
New York Times Index
Cumulative Book Index
National Union Catalog
Encyclopedia of Associa.tions
Business Periodicals Index
Forthcoming Books
Ulrich's International Periodicals Directory

45

39

22

22

20

18

18

13

12

8

7

6

6

6

Table 4: Printed Sources Used

We were not surprised to find that four of the top five sources in
each list directly correspond. Judging by the number of printed_ book and
journal title verification sources used, once our reference librarians
have access.to RLIN it will undoubtedly place high in the datatLase rinking,
certainly among the first five. We'will have our opportunity to judge
when the'RLIN database becoMes available to us in the first half of 1981.

0

7. TIME AND COST

All 232 evaluation sheets indicated the amount of online time involved

A in the search, and most estimated the amount of time a librarian had spent
on manual searching as well. Table 5 inditates the results of tihis aspect
of our.study.

Average Time'
of Librarian's
Search in
Minutes

Cost of
Librarian
Time ht
$10/hou'r*

Average Cost
Per Search
for Online
Time

Manual
Search

Online
Search

24.0

4.3

$4.00

0.11, $3.08

Average
Total Cost
Per Searth

$4.00

$3.79

*$10,00 pertOur was chosen as a reasonable compromise with
Saffady's $9-12 Per hour figure in 1979.,(5)

Table 5: Time and Cost for Online and Manual Searches

8
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Aside froffifNiibrariah timd and onlinetime, the many Oth r .costs of
Online searching have been conaciQusly omitted since the ter inal was used
0Iimaribrfov literature,searches throughout the study perio ,-and for
reference retrieval-only if the terminal was not being used or a schedUlt4
search. (See (6) and (7) fb'r fuller treatments of the gen question of
costs). -

The most interesting result of the calculations in able 5 was that
there appears to. be an insignificant difference in the av rage cost-of
searching themAanually, We would therefore not expect tie librarians
to exhaust-all printed sources before turning-to an onli e database; and

'as-with any'referenceAdestion, a tnained professional hould turn to
whatever sources are opost likely to answer a query, in he most efficient
way possible:

Sometimes.the-patron's.'time was also noted on t form, and allows
speculation bn the amOunt of"time our readers may was e in fruitless

1 searches for information. NTheir'timg,waS recorded o many of the
1 evaluation sheets, at an.average Ofq57 minutes 'per s arch. These state-

Ments of'patrons'-time were based on chance comments ("ii've been searching
for an hour now, and haven't found anything.") 'and are probably not
precise. - "

8., THE FUTURE

Once a Cerminal is provided at the Reference De k, its use for ,

answering reference questions will'increase steadily., Every Month new .

online databases are announced that would have obvioU pplicability for
ready reference ust. Some correspond to printed referen e books, where
'the online use would offer new forms of access or more u -to-date
information, whid.le others have no printed counter part. s use'of the
databases for- Leady reference work continues to develbp na ionwide, it
will reach the point where the first ,t-ference librarian on duty in the
morning will dial-up tht local telecommunication.node (Telenet or Tymnet)
and the rNrence desk_terminal will stay connected all day. The librarians
wili thus'b able to quickly choose different vendors and databases that
they need to use on a momenit by moment basis. Needless to say, lengthy
and time-consuming evaluation sheets will be iceplaced-by statistics
gathering by sampling methods.

Other than the growth of this servi , which seems so obvious and
inevitable, the nature of the reference que tions and the manner in which
librarians handle them.is likely to change °Ito.° The above discussion of
five difkerent categories of reference questions which weee handt0 online
is based unavoidably on the printed-reference-book mode of thinkIng. While
librarians commonly categorize questions into directory type, dictionary
type, encyclopedia type and so forth, it is really the category of the
reference book used to answer'the question that is applied to the question
itself. The terms commonly used to:categorize online databases-- biblio-
graphic and non-bibliographichardly fit the need for evaluating and
understanding the online ready reference questions.

Thus, a clear desdription of the categories of questions which'may
be answerable online is certainly not possible at this time. New types
of reference degk services--such as interactive manipulation of statistical

databases--could represent categories,of reference questions.which are
not at all part of present reference desk work. The only conclusions
possibie are that online ready reference service is certain to.grow and to

Changesignificantly the naAure of reference servide as we know it tciday.
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